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We examine the stability of lamellar stacks in the presence of an electric field, E0, applied normal

to the lamellae. Calculations are performed with self-consistent field theory (SCFT) supplemented

by an exact treatment of the electrostatic energy for linear dielectric materials. The calculations

identify a critical electric field, E�0, beyond which the lamellar stack becomes unstable with respect

to undulations. This E�0 rapidly decreases towards zero as the number of lamellae in the stack

diverges. Our quantitative predictions for E�0 are consistent with previous experimental

measurements by Xu and co-workers.

1. Introduction

AB diblock copolymers are long-chain molecules of N

segments, where the first fN are of type A and the remaining

(1 2 f)N are of type B. In their liquid (or melt) state, the

natural tendency for the unlike A and B blocks to segregate

(typically measured by the Flory–Huggins x parameter) results

in the formation of various periodically-ordered morpho-

logies.1 Researchers are now exploiting this self-assembly as a

means of fabricating nanoscale structures,2 either directly

from the block-copolymer material,3 as scaffolds for arranging

other molecules/nanoparticles4,5 or as templates for nanolitho-

graphy.6 Possible applications/devices include high-density

information storage,6 waveguides,7 nanoporous membranes3,4

and nanowires.5,8 Although the self-assembly process is

exceptionally efficient, it does not always produce the desired

pattern; the common examples being that lamellar and

cylindrical domains tend to orient parallel to the substrate,

as opposed to perpendicular where they exhibit a more useful

lateral structure. Researchers9 have coated the substrates to

negate the surface interactions that cause this, but the resulting

morphologies are generally populated by numerous defects.

One strategy for overcoming this problem is to orient the

domains using strong electric fields that couple to the contrast

between the dielectric constants, kA and kB, of the A and B

components.10,11

Fig. 1 illustrates the morphology of parallel lamellae that

naturally forms when the diblocks are symmetric (f # 0.5) and

the plates possess an affinity for one of the components.

With the application of a sufficient electric field, E0 ¢ E�0, the

lamellae become unstable with respect to undulations, and

ultimately reorient in the perpendicular direction. Onuki

and Fukuda12 have previously predicted the critical field, E�0,

where the undulatory mode goes unstable, and Xu et al.13,14

have subsequently examined the effect of an electric field, E0 #
40 V mm21, on symmetric polystyrene-polymethylmethacrylate

(PS-PMMA) diblock copolymer films with thicknesses equal

to n = 4, 10, 23, and 100 lamellar layers. However, the

relevance of the predicted E�0 to the experiment is compromised

by the fact that Xu and co-workers applied their electric

field before the films had a chance to form well-ordered

lamellae. Nevertheless, quantitative comparison with the

theory would have been complicated by the fact that Onuki

and Fukuda used a phenomenological model that assumes a

sinusoidal composition profile of amplitude, 2A, and assigns

the lamellar layers a compressibility, B, and a bending

modulus, K. Thus, a direct comparison would require further

calculations15 to relate the phenomenological parameters

(e.g., A, B and K) to the actual molecular parameters (e.g.,

x, N and f).

We have recently developed a full microscopic approach

based on self-consistent field theory (SCFT) supplemented by

an exact treatment of the electric-field effects. Not only does

the calculation predict the critical field, E�0, in terms of the

microscopic parameters, it does so with fewer approximations
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Fig. 1 The top panel shows a 2-layer stack of parallel lamellae. The

bottom panel illustrates an undulation mode of wavelength, DH, that

becomes unstable when the electric field, E0 ; V0/DI, exceeds a critical

value, E�0.
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than the Onuki–Fukuda approach. In our previous study,16

however, we restricted our attention to monolayer films (n = 1),

which are much thinner than those studied in experiment.

Therefore, we revisit the problem, this time examining thicker

multilayer films.

2. Theory

Our original letter16 only provides a brief outline of the

theoretical method, and so we now present it in more detail.

We begin by first defining a model for the system in Fig. 1,

specifically a melt of n monodisperse AB diblock copolymers

confined between two parallel conducting plates of area, A,

located at z = 0 and DI. As with most microscopic approaches,

we use standard Gaussian chains17 where the polymers are

divided into large course-grained segments defined according

to a common volume of r0
21, such that total volume of the

film is V ; ADI = nN/r0. Note that the assumption of a

fixed segment volume implies that the melt is incompressible.

The segments are assumed to contain a sufficient number of

chemical monomers such that the entropic free energy

associated with their internal degrees of freedom imparts them

with an effective elasticity, the modulus of which is specified by

aA and aB, the statistical lengths of A- and B-type segments,

respectively. Thus the diblock copolymers are treated as thin

elastic threads with two chemically distinct ends that interact

by an unfavourable contact force.

Despite the simplicity of this model, the statistical mechanics

cannot be performed exactly given the large number of

mutually interacting molecules. To proceed, the mean-field

approximation is implemented, whereby each polymer inter-

acts with the average (i.e., mean) positions of the other

molecules rather than their actual positions. By doing this, the

interactions on the A and B segments can be represented

by static fields, wA(r) and wB(r), respectively. This is often

supplemented with additional approximations based on the

fields being either very weak or very strong,17 but here we

use self-consistent field theory (SCFT) in which no further

approximations are imposed.

SCFT is made feasible by an effective method for solving the

statistical mechanics of a single Gaussian chain subjected to

static fields.18 The principle challenge is to calculate the

probability distribution, r(r,s), for a given segment, specified

by a parameter s that increases uniformly along the polymer

backbone from s = 0 at the A-end to s = 1 at the B-end. This

probability is evaluated by considering the Boltzmann weight

of all configurations, where the s-th segment is pinned at r.

Because the energies of the [0,s) and (s,1] portions of the chain

are independent, the distribution,

r r,sð Þ~ V

Q
q r,sð Þ�qq r,sð Þ (1)

is proportional to the product of q(r,s), the partial

partition function for the [0,s) chain fragment, and q̄(r,s), the

analogous function for the (s,1] fragment. The normalization

factor,

Q :
ð

q r,sð Þ�qq r,sð Þdr (2)

is in fact the single-chain partition function. The first partial

partition function is obtained by starting from the initial

condition, q(r,0) = 1, and applying the differential equation,

L
Ls

q r,sð Þ~
a2

cN

6
+2{wc rð Þ

( )
q r,sð Þ (3)

where c = A for s , f and c = B for s . f.18 The second

function is solved using q̄(r,1) = 1 and the same diffusion

eqn (3) but with h/hs replaced by 2h/hs. Because Gaussian

chains are completely flexible, the two confining plates can be

treated with reflecting boundary conditions.18 Once r(r,s) is

known, the A- and B-segment concentrations are given by

wA(r) = #f0 r(r,s)ds (4)

wB(r) = #1
f r(r,s)ds (5)

respectively.

In the spirit of mean-field theory, the free energy, F, of the

film is

F

nkBT
~{ln Q z

1

V

ð
xNwA rð ÞwB rð Þf

{wA rð ÞwA rð Þ{wB rð ÞwB rð Þ

zH rð ÞN wA rð Þ{wB rð Þð Þgdr{E

(6)

The logarithmic term represents the free energy of the

molecules subjected to the mean fields, while the integral

adds to that the energy from the A–B segment interactions and

removes the fictitious energy from the mean fields. The integral

also includes an interaction energy due to the surface potential,

H(r) ; 2{L1d(z) + L2d(z 2DI)}aN1/2 (7)

where L1 and L2 specify the affinity for A-type segments at the

z = 0 and DI plates, respectively. We do not apply a surface

affinity in this current study, but nevertheless we included it in

the theory for the sake of completeness.

The last term in eqn (6) represents the electrostatic energy

stored in the film,

E nkBT~
1

2
V0Q

where ¡Q is the total charge on the conducting plates. It may

seem strange that this energy is subtracted from F rather than

added, but the argument for doing so is simple. When the

morphology varies, there will be a flow of charge, dQ, to the plates

in order to maintain a constant V0, and this will cause the

electrostatic energy to change by V0dQ/2. However, we must not

forget that the energy of the power supply changes by 2V0dQ.

Thus the net energy change is 2V0dQ/2, which is exactly what we

get if we omit the power supply and simply reverse the sign of

EnkBT.10

Since it is difficult to evaluate Q, the electrostatic energy is

calculated instead by the well-known expression,10

E nkBT~
e0

2

ð
k rð Þ E rð Þj j2dr (8)
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where the relative electric permittivity of the film is assumed to

obey the simple-mixing form,

k(r) ; kAwA(r) + kBwB(r) (9)

which interpolates between the values, kA and kB, for pure

A- and B-type polymers, respectively. (Our calculations will

not be particularly sensitive to the precise form of k(r) because

they focus on well segregated melts.) Following this approach,

the calculation of E only requires the electric field, E(r),

between the plates, which obeys the Maxwell equation,

+?[k(r)E(r)] = 0. Since the electric force is conservative, the

field can be expressed as

E(r) = 2E0+v(r) (10)

which transforms the Maxwell equation into

+k(r)?+v(r) + k(r)+2v(r) = 0 (11)

Since we wish to investigate instabilities in the morphology

created by the application of an electric field, we examine the

Landau–Ginzburg functional, F[W], for the free energy of a

composition profile specified by

wA(r) 2 wB(r) = W(r) (12)

wA(r) + wB(r) = 1 (13)

These two conditions are satisfied by suitably adjusting their

conjugate fields,

w rð Þ:wA rð Þ{wB rð Þ
2

(14)

u rð Þ:wA rð ÞzwB rð Þ
2

(15)

respectively. Substituting these conditions into eqn (6)

provides the free-energy functional,

F W½ �
nkBT

~{ln Q z
1

V

ð
xN

4
1{W2 rð Þ
� ��

{w rð ÞW rð Þ{u rð Þ

zH rð ÞNW rð Þgdr{E

(16)

Note that the equilibrium free energy of the film, F, is given by

the global minimum of F[W].

To simplify the theory, we now expand the spatially-varying

quantities in Fourier series,

f rð Þ~
X

k

fkexp ik:rð Þ (17)

summed over the wavevectors,

k:
2pnx

D\
êexz

pnz

DE
êez (18)

where nx and nz are integers. For the time being, we present the

theory assuming only that functions such as f(r) are real, which

implies f2k = f�k. In the end, we will enforce the reflecting

boundary conditions at z = 0 and DI by requiring real Fourier

coefficients with fk = fk̄, where

k:
2pnx

D\
êex{

pnz

DE
êez (19)

Since the electric potential satisfies different boundary condi-

tions, we expand it as

v rð Þ~{z{i
X
k=0

vk exp ik:rð Þ (20)

For now, we only assume v2k = 2v�k, but ultimately we will

require real coefficients with vk = vk̄ so that v = 0 at z = 0 and

v = 2DI at z = DI.

In terms of Fourier coefficients, the diffusion eqn (3) for

q(r,s) becomes

d

ds
qk sð Þ~

X
g

Sc

� �
k,g

qg sð Þ (21)

where the components of the two Hermitian matrices, SA for

s , f and SB for s . f, are

Sc

� �
k,g

~{
k2a2

cN

6
dk,g{wc;k{g (22)

This simple set of first-order linear differential eqn (21) is

solved by constructing the transfer matrices, Tc(s) ; exp(Scs),

for c = A and B. Specifically,

qk sð Þ~
TA sð Þ½ �k,0, if sƒf

Sg TB s{fð Þ½ �k,gqg fð Þ, if swf

(
(23)

and similarly

�qqk sð Þ~
Sg TA f {sð Þ½ �k,g�qqg fð Þ, if svf

TB 1{sð Þ½ �k,0, if s§f

(
(24)

Once the partial partition functions are evaluated,

rk sð Þ~ V

Q

X
g

qg sð Þ�qqk{g sð Þ (25)

where

Q ~V q0 1ð Þ (26)

Now it is a straightforward matter of adjusting wk and uk

so that

wA;k 2 wB;k = Wk (27)

wA;k + wB;k = dk,0 (28)

where

wA;k = #f
0 rk(s)ds (29)

wB;k = #1
f rk(s)ds (30)

Since added constants to the fields have no effect, we are free

to set w0 = u0 = 0. Once the remaining coefficients for k ? 0 are
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determined, the Landau–Ginzburg free energy is given by

F W½ �
nkBT

~{lnQ {
X

k

xN

4
WkW{k

�

zwkW{k{HkNW{kg{E

(31)

(Note that we have dropped an irrelevant constant of

xN/4.) The Fourier coefficients for the surface potential are

given by

Hk~ L1zL2 exp {ikzDE
� �� � aN1=2

DE
(32)

if kx = ky = 0, and by Hk = 0 otherwise.

When expressed in Fourier coefficients, the Maxwell

equation (11) becomes a simple set of linear equations,

kzkk~
X

g

k:gkk{gvg (33)

After we solve for the coefficients of v(r), the electrostatic

energy (8) can be evaluated using

E ~E D 1zkD

X
k

kzWkv{k

" #
(34)

where

E D~
e0�kkE2

0 V

2nkBT
(35)

represents the field energy of a disordered melt and

kD~
kA{kB

2�kk
(36)

k̄ ; fkA + (1 2 f) kB (37)

specify the dielectric contrast and the average dielectric

constant, respectively.

Testing the stability of a given morphology requires us to

evaluate the change in free energy,

dF

nkBT
:

F WzdW½ �{F W½ �
nkBT

&
X

k

VkdW{k

(38)

z
1

2

X
k,g

C{1
RPA

� �
k,g

dW{kdWg (39)

produced by a small variation, dW(r), in the composition

profile.15 The only complicated step is determining the

corresponding variation in the fields, dw(r) and du(r), which

is done using the identities,18

L ln Q

Lw{k
~{ wA;k{wB;k

� �
(40)

L ln Q

Lu{k
~{ wA;kzwB;k

� �
(41)

The variation in lnQ is first expanded in a Taylor series as

{d ln Q &
X

k

Wkdw{k{
1

2

X
k,g

Ck,gdw{kdwg

�

z2Dk,gdw{kdugzSk,gdu{kdug

� (42)

where the matrices for the second-order terms are evaluated by

numerical differentiation of eqn (40) and (41). (Note that C

and S are both Hermitian, but D is not.) In order to maintain

the incompressibility, the derivative of dlnQ with respect to

du2k must be zero, which requires

duk~{
X

g

S{1D{� �
k,g

dwg (43)

Next the derivative with respect to dw2k must equal 2(Wk +

dWk), which implies

dwk~{
X

g

~CC{1
� �

k,g
dWg (44)

where

~CC:C{DS{1D{ (45)

Now that the change in the fields is known, it is a simple

matter of substituting the results into eqn (38) using the free

energy expression in eqn (31). The first-order coefficients in

eqn (39) come out as

Vk~{wk{
xN

2
Wk{HkN{

LE

LW{k
(46)

where the derivatives of E are given by

LE

LW{k
~{E DkD 2kzvkz

X
g

g: gzkð Þvgzkv{g

" #
(47)

The second-order coefficients in the expansion (39) take the

form,

C{1
RPA

� �
k,g

~ ~CC{1
� �

k,g
{

xN

2
dk,g{

L2E

LW{kLWg
(48)

This time, there is no simple expression for the second

derivatives of E, and so we obtain them by numerical

differentiation of eqn (47).

A stable or metastable block copolymer morphology, W(r),

must represent a minimum in the free energy surface, F[W]. The

first requirement for a minimum is that the gradient of the

free energy surface be zero, which amounts to Vk = 0. This

corresponds to the usual self-consistent field equation that

gives SCFT its name. The second requirement, which is

generally not tested, is that the eigenvalues, la, of C{1
RPA are

positive for all wavelengths, DH. If an eigenvalue becomes

negative, the free energy surface develops a saddle shape,

allowing the system to lower its free energy by evolving W(r) in

the direction of the associated eigenvector, dWa(r).

Our study is in principle very simple; we first locate the self-

consistent solution for parallel lamellae by adjusting the field

coefficients, wk and uk, so that Vk = 0 and wA;k + wB;k = 0, for

all k ? 0. Because the lamellae are uniform in the êx direction,
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we can ignore wavevectors with kx ? 0. Still there are an

infinite number of wavevectors, and so we truncate the ones

with |kz| greater than some cut-off. We are careful to ensure

that the cut-off is sufficiently large that the resulting numerical

inaccuracy is irrelevant on the scale of our plots. Once the self-

consistent solution is known, we then calculate C{1
RPA and its

dominant (i.e., smallest) eigenvalue, l1, as a function of lateral

periodicity, DH. For this step, we use the same range of kz, but

now we allow kx = 0 and ¡2p/DH.

3. Results

The case of monolayer (n = 1) films was investigated

thoroughly in our previous study,16 and so we now turn our

attention to multilayer (n . 1) films. To facilitate comparison

with the earlier calculations, we select similar parameters

where, for example, the diblock copolymers are both

compositionally symmetric (f = 0.5) and conformationally

symmetric (aA = aB ; a). As before, we assume the lamellae

are prepared with their natural bulk periodicity, Db, such that

DI = nDb. Without loss of generality, the film morphology is

chosen with B-rich lamellae next to the plates, although we do

not explicitly include a surface affinity (L1 = L2 = 0) because it

has no significant effect on the instability modes. Although our

sample calculations are generally performed for the specific

intermediate segregation of xN = 15 and dielectric contrast of

|kD| = 0.4, we will investigate the effects of xN and kD on our

main predictions.

To begin, Fig. 2 plots the dominant eigenvalue, l1, of C{1
RPA

as a function of lateral periodicity. Results are shown for the

finite film thicknesses of n = 1, 2, and 4, as well as for the

asymptotic limit (i.e., n A ‘) corresponding to a bulk melt.

(Note that the bulk condition is simulated by switching from

reflecting to periodic boundary conditions in the êz direction.)

In this specific example, we have fixed the electric field strength

at ED = 2 and the dielectric contrast at |kD| = 0.4. As

demonstrated in our previous paper, the l1 for monolayer

films is significantly reduced for positive kD, where the central

A-rich domain has the higher dielectric constant. In contrast,

the l1 for multilayer films is absolutely unaffected by the sign

of kD, assuming that the diblock copolymers are perfectly

symmetric (i.e., f = 0.5 and aA = aB).

Fig. 3 demonstrates that the dominant eigenvalue, l1, does

indeed correspond to an undulatory mode. The diagrams are

obtained by adding 10% of the corresponding normalized

eigenvector, dW1(r), to the lamellar profile, W(r). The interface

between the A- and B-rich domains is then defined by W(r) +

0.1 6 dW1(r) = 0. In each case, we have plotted the mode at the

preferred periodicity, D�H, denoted by the solid dots in Fig. 2.

Although the sign of kD does not affect the eigenvalue l1, it

does alter the detailed shape of the mode by reversing the sign

of some but not all the Fourier coefficients of the eigenvector

dW1(r). Nevertheless, the difference in shape is nearly indis-

tinguishable on the scale of Fig. 3, which is why we only show

the modes for positive kD.

The curves for the dominant eigenvalue all display a

minimum, l�1, at a preferred periodicity, D�H, denoted by solid

dots in Fig. 2. The effect of the electric field on l�1 and D�H is

demonstrated in Fig. 4. Regardless of the film thickness n, the

electric field causes a significant reduction in l�1, which is

accompanied by a contraction in D�H. Eventually a critical field

strength, E�D, is reached, where l�1 = 0. At this point, the electric

field has become so strong that not only do the parallel

lamellae no longer represent the equilibrium state, they are not

even metastable. The undulation mode will grow in sponta-

neously causing the film to evolve towards another lower-

energy morphology, although not necessarily the equilibrium

morphology of perpendicular lamellae.

The solid dots in Fig. 4 illustrate the procedure for

calculating the critical field strengths, E�D, and the correspond-

ing wavelengths, D�H, at which lamellar stacks of various

thicknesses go unstable. The rest of this section will focus on

these two quantities as they represent the threshold required to

initiate the reorientation of the lamellae. Fig. 5 shows the effect

of segregation, xN, on both quantities. In all cases, the critical

Fig. 2 Dominant eigenvalue of C{1
RPA corresponding to the undula-

tory (Un) mode in a n-layer stack of parallel lamellae plotted as a

function of lateral periodicity, DH, relative to the bulk lamellar period,

Db. U1+ and U12 denote the undulatory modes for a monolayer with

kD = 0.4 and 20.4, respectively; all the other modes are unaffected by

the sign of kD. The minima indicated by the solid dots are referred to as

l�1 and D�H.

Fig. 3 Undulatory (Un) modes for n = 2 and 4 at the preferred

periodicities, D�I, denoted by solid dots in Fig. 2. These modes are

calculated for kD = 0.4, where the shaded A-rich domains possess

the higher dielectric constant; the modes for kD = 20.4 are slightly

different, although the difference would be difficult to detect on

this scale.
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field increases monotonically from zero starting at xN =

10.495, the bulk order-disorder transition (ODT).17 Note that

in the weak-segregation regime (xN y 12), there are peristaltic

modes that compete with the undulation modes. We will

mention more about the peristaltic modes in the next section,

but their competition with the undulation modes is not

investigated here since, in any case, weak-segregation

behaviour is significantly modified by thermal (Brazovskii)

fluctuations,18,19 which are neglected by mean-field theories.

So far, our calculations have been limited to dielectric

contrasts of |kD| = 0.4, which is the approximate value for the

PS-PMMA diblock copolymers examined by Xu et al.13,14

Fig. 6 now shows the effect on E�D and D�H of changing |kD|

while holding the level of segregation fixed at xN = 15. Notice

that we have scaled the vertical axis in Fig. 6a with respect to

k2
D. This is motivated by a common approximation for the

electrostatic energy,10 whereby E 3 k2
DED. Consistent with this

prediction, the curves in Fig. 6b are virtually constant, apart

from the monolayer mode (n = 1), which incidentally is the

only one affected by the sign of kD.

4. Discussion

In our previous study on monolayer films,16 we identified

two competing instabilities, an undulatory mode, like those

examined in our present study, plus a peristaltic mode. In

contrast to the undulatory mode where the central lamellae

undulates with a relatively uniform thickness, the peristaltic

mode involves modulations in the lamellar thickness (i.e., a

periodic sequence of bulges and constrictions). The multilayer

films also display peristaltic instabilities where the various

lamellae develop modulations in their thickness, but it becomes

a set of modes due to the different possible phase relations

between adjacent layers. In any case, these peristaltic modes

are nearly degenerate in energy with that of the monolayer,

because there is no significant energetic advantage to be had by

correlating the modulations of one lamella with those of its

neighbours. This is in stark contrast to the undulatory modes.

Fig. 4 (a) Dominant eigenvalue of C{1
RPA evaluated at the preferred

lateral periodicity and plotted as a function of the field strength, ED.

The solid dots denote the critical field strength, E�D. (b) Preferred

lateral periodicity, D�H, relative to the bulk lamellar period, Db. The

solid dots denote the periodicity at the critical field strength.

Fig. 5 (a) Critical field strength, E�D, for the undulatory (Un) modes

plotted as a function of the block copolymer segregation, xN. (b)

Lateral periodicity, D�H, relative to the bulk lamellar period, Db.

Fig. 6 (a) Critical field strength, E�D, for the undulatory (Un) modes

plotted as a function of the dielectric contrast, |kD|. (b) Lateral

periodicity, D�H, relative to the bulk lamellar period, Db.
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By undulating in unison (i.e., no phase difference between

layers), the individual lamellae maintain a reasonably uniform

thickness thus minimizing their elastic distortion. The only

exceptions are those lamellae next to the plates, but of course

their presence becomes less and less important the more

layers n there are in the film. This is the root explanation of

why the undulation mode becomes increasingly unstable for

thicker films.

The critical field strength, E�D, represents the point beyond

which even perfectly formed parallel lamellae become unstable

and necessarily transform to some lower-energy morphology.

If defects are present, then the parallel lamellae will succumb

to the influences of the electric field at even lower values of

ED.20 In general, the surface affinity does not significantly

affect E�D, simply because small amplitude undulations do

not alter the surface coverage as evident from Fig. 3. This is

why we have not included results for nonzero L1 and L2. Of

course, the surface potential will eventually influence the

undulations once their amplitude becomes large enough to

affect the segment concentration at the plates, but the

evolution of the unstable morphologies is beyond the scope

of our present study.

The earlier phenomenological calculation by Onuki and

Fukuda12 is less predictive and less accurate than our

approach. For example, their predictions are in terms of

the effective elastic moduli of the lamellae15 rather than the

molecular parameters. Furthermore, they make a number of

approximations in their treatment of the electric field including

the assumption that the segment profile, W(r), varies sinusoid-

ally. Nevertheless, the advantage of their approach is that it

provides the simple analytical expression,

l1!
1

D2
E
z

D2
b

D2
\

1

D2
\

{ak2
DE D

� 	
(49)

where a is a constant that depends on the phenomenological

parameters of the model. From this, it follows that the

preferred periodicity of an undulation is

D�\~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

ak2
DE D

s
(50)

for which the eigenvalue becomes
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This predicts a critical field of
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for which the preferred periodicity reduces to
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DEDb
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ffiffiffi
n
p

Db (53)

These expressions do capture the general qualitative tends

exhibited by our SCFT predictions, although there are some

significant differences. For instance, eqn (49) implies that a

change in the film thickness, DI = nDb, just adds a constant to

l1, which in turn implies that D�H remains fixed. Both of these

predictions are clearly wrong according to Fig. 2 and 4b,

respectively. The analytical eqn (52) also suggests that the

critical field, E�D, is proportional to n21, which is a significantly

stronger dependence than predicted in Fig. 5a and 6a. On the

other hand, the prediction by eqn (52) that E�D 3 k{2
D is

remarkably consistent with Fig. 6a, provided that n . 1.

Most impressive though is the explicit prediction in eqn (53)

not involving the phenomenological constant a, which agrees

rather well with the preferred periodicities plotted in Fig. 5b

and 6b.

In addition to their stability analysis, Onuki and

Fukuda12,21 have also examined the kinetics that occur once

the critical field strength is exceeded. To do this, they assume

that the order parameter, W(r), varies according to simple

Langevan dynamics.21 Likewise, this can also be done within

the framework of SCFT, and in fact Zvelindovsky and

coworkers20,22,23 have already performed such calculations.

However, their SCFT treatment is done in real space using a

coarse mesh combined with an approximate treatment of the

Maxwell equation. Therefore, it would be nice to adapt the

Langevan dynamics to our Fourier approach; the only

problem would be the computational cost of examining

sufficient system sizes to allow the competition between modes

with different lateral periodicities. This problem could be

remedied with the semi-spectral technique of Rasmussen and

Kalosakas,24 as it would permit the electric potential to be

solved exactly using the spectral representation in eqn (33)

while avoiding the need to evaluate the transfer matrices, Tc(s),

which becomes a formidable task due to the vast number of

wavevectors required for large system sizes.

An advantage of our microscopic SCFT approach over the

phenomenological one is the ability to make direct com-

parisons with experiment. We now demonstrate this by

relating our predictions to the measurements of Xu et al..13,14

They examined films with thicknesses of n = 4, 10, 23, and 100,

consisting of symmetric PS-PMMA diblocks at a segregation

of xN # 26. Unfortunately, they applied their electric field,

E0 = 40 V mm21, before the films had a chance to form well-

ordered parallel lamellae. Given the abundance of defects, the

growth of perpendicular lamellae does not necessarily imply

that E0 . E�0. On the other hand, the n = 4 and 10 films

transformed from relatively disordered states into well-ordered

parallel lamellae, which implies that the final states are

equilibrium (i.e., global free-energy minimum) as opposed to

merely metastable (i.e., local free-energy minimum). This not

only implies that E0 , E�0, but that E0 is significantly smaller

than E�0. Thus, this is an inequality that we can test. Based on

mild extrapolations of our results in Fig. 5a, the critical field

for a n = 10 film should occur at k2
DE�D # 0.2. To convert this

to an actual electric field, we set kD = 0.42, k̄ = 4.3, and V/n =

114 nm3 using values quoted in ref. 13. The resulting critical

field, E0 = 57 V mm21, is indeed significantly larger than the

applied field, E0 = 40 V mm21, but not by much.

Previous calculations by Tsori et al.,25 using weak-segrega-

tion theory coupled with an approximate treatment of the

electrostatic energy, predict that the dielectric mechanism

is too feeble to account for the experimental results on

PS-PMMA diblock copolymers. This motivated Tsori and
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co-workers to incorporate an added mechanism, involving Li+

ions dissociated from the PMMA blocks, that is estimated

to be orders-of-magnitude stronger than the bare dielectric

mechanism. However, our more refined SCFT-based calcula-

tions now show that the dielectric mechanism alone is

sufficient to explain the behaviour of the n = 10 film discussed

above. In fact, the free-ion mechanism, as suggested in ref. 25,

would undoubtedly lower E�0 = 57 V mm21 to something much

less than the applied E0 = 40 V mm21, thus creating a serious

disagreement with experiment. We have some concerns

regarding the assumptions behind the proposed mechanism

for ions; in particular, we belief that any dissociated Li+ ions

would not remain in the PMMA domains, but would be swept

to the negative electrode given that the applied field is close to

that of dielectric breakdown. In any case, the obvious way of

discriminating between the two mechanisms is to apply high-

frequency ac electric fields; the dielectric mechanism should

only exhibit a mild dependence on frequency while the free-ion

mechanism would effectively turn off.26 Recent experiments27

of this type indicate an absence of free ions in PMMA samples,

although they do provide evidence for free ions when the

PMMA is loaded with extra lithium. Perhaps the strongest

evidence though is that provided by earlier experiments28 on

thin homopolymer films, which not only exhibit similar results

for ac and dc fields but also agree with a parameter-free model

based on the dielectric mechanism.

Presumably, Xu et al.13 applied the electric field in their

experiment while the films were still in a relatively disordered

state so as to maximise the likelihood of forming perpendicular

lamellae. However, in the interest of providing a more

conclusive quantitative test of the theory, it would be desirable

to examine the effect of electric fields on well-ordered parallel

lamellae with various film thicknesses, DI = nDb. In principle,

this would only require that Xu and co-workers delay the

application of the electric field until the film had time to order,

although there are a couple of other modifications that

could help. For instance, a small shearing of the plates

might remove any residual defects from the parallel lamellae.

Preparing samples in clean-room conditions should also

reduce the problem of dielectric breakdown, allowing access

to higher values of ED.29

Note that there have also been related experiments by

Böker et al.,22,30 but on thick films with added solvent. In this

case, reorientation of the lamellae is observed using relatively

small electric fields of 1 V mm21. The larger thickness of their

films is one reason for the reduced field, but the more

significant factors are probably due to the solvent. In addition

to diluting the polymer domains and speeding up the

dynamics, we anticipate a number of other interesting effects.

For example, the solvent should relieve the packing frustration

that penalizes variations in domain thickness.31 Also the

mobility of the solvent molecules will allow the system new

ways of adjusting k(r). In light of the possibilities, there is clear

motivation for extending our present study to include solvent.

Indeed, this is a straightforward extension of SCFT,32 and the

fact that it can be done explicitly means that the predictions

should be most informative. The same cannot be said of the

Onuki–Fukuda approach, where an added solvent would

simply modify the phenomenological parameters of the model

in some unspecified way. This simple adjustment of the model

parameters will not be enough to account for subtle issues

such as packing frustration and the nontrivial redistribution

of solvent.

5. Conclusions

We have examined the undulation mode in films of parallel

lamellae and calculated the critical electric field, E�0, beyond

which the mode becomes unstable. Analogous calculations

have been performed by Onuki and Fukuda12 using a

phenomenological model for the effective elasticity of the

lamellae coupled with an approximate treatment of the electric

field. In contrast, our SCFT-based approach performs exact

mean-field calculations on a microscopic model, specifically

the standard Gaussian chain model,17 in combination with

exact solutions of the Maxwell equation for the electric

field. While our results remain qualitatively similar to those

of Onuki and Fukuda, there are some significant differences

in the details.

Not only is our treatment more accurate, the fact that it is

based on a microscopic model facilitates direct quantitative

comparison with experiment. At the moment, the most

relevant experiments are those of Xu et al.13,14 examining

symmetric PS-PMMA diblock copolymer films of various

thicknesses annealed under an electric field of E0 = 40 V mm21.

They have shown that films of n ¡ 10 parallel lamellae are

stable even with the presence of numerous defects, which is

consistent with our estimated value of E�0 = 57 V mm21 for

n = 10. This agreement removes the need to invoke additional

mechanisms, such as the one involving free ions.25 Still

this does not rule out the possibility that this and other

mechanisms are involved in the reorientation of block

copolymer domains by electric fields. To confirm the actual

underlying physics will require further experiments, preferably

ones that make quantitative comparisons with theory on films

of well-defined morphology such as defect-free lamellae.
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